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The aim of this paper is to give a functional form for the central limit theorem 
obtained by Bradley for strong mxing sequences of random variables, under a cer- 
tain assumption about the size of the maximal coefftcients of correlations. The con- 
vergence of the moments of order 2 + 6 in the cnetral limit theorem for this class of 
random variables is also obtained. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let (X, , n > 1) be a sequence of random variables on a probability space 
(Q, K, P). Denote by c = a(Xi; 12 <i-cm), by [xl, the greatest integer 
function, I(XI(, the norm in L,, S,(n)=Cfz’=+k”+, Xi, (T, = IjS,(n)(J, and 
W,(t) = &(C~4)/~,, where t E [0, 11, X0 = 0. 
Let 
Pp = sup sup IcWX VI 
and 
yEN (XEL2(%).YEL2(q++p)} 
a, = sup sup IP(A n B) - P(A) P(B)I. 
qeN (A~F$,EE$?+,) 
Various central limit theorems, some of them in their functional form, were 
obtained for strong mixing sequences (a, + 0, [ 14]), and for p-mixing 
sequences (pn + 0, [6]). Ibragimov [6] proved that if {X,}, is a strictly 
stationary p-mixing sequence, EX,. = 0, E IX,1 2 +’ < co for some 6 > 0 and if 
0: -+ co, then S,([nt])/a, converges weakly to the standard Brownian 
process, denoted by W in the sequel. Bradley [3] showed that the theorem 
fails if 6 > 0 is replaced by 6 = 0. However, by imposing on {p,} a 
logarithmic rate of convergence to 0, it is still possible to obtain the central 
limit theorem [6], and the invariance principle [12], for the case 6 = 0. 
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For strong mixing sequences the situation is different. In the case where 
the variables have only finite second moments, there is no mixing rate to 
assure the central limit theorem (except m-dependence) and in particular in 
the case when the existence of the moments of order strictly higher than 2 
is assumed, without additional assumptions the central limit theorem does 
not hold [4, 51. In general these additional assumptions involve a certain 
rate of convergence to zero of the strong mixing coeffkients, in connection 
with the existence of the moments of order greater than 2. Central limit 
theorems and invariance principles can be found, for instance, in [7, l&13, 
161. 
In [2], Bradley obtained central limit theorems for centered strong mix- 
ing sequences of random variables having bounded moments of second 
order, 03 -+ 00, and a certain size (less than boundedness) for the moments 
of order (2 + 6), 0 < 6 < 1. Instead of assuming some conditions about the 
strong mixing rate, he assumed the following size for p* = lim, pn: 
C2(1 + P *2d:(2+6)+2P,2!(2+S))]1/(2+d)< 1 
p/2( 1 - p*)1/2 (1.1) 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the functional form of Bradley’s 
result (Theorem 4 of [2]) as well as the convergence of the absolute 
moments of order 2 + 6 (0~6 d 1) in the central limit theorem. These 
results will be obtained under an improvement of the condition (1.1 ), 
namely: 
[2(1 +(S(l +6)/2)p*2”‘(2f6)+(1 +6)p*2”2+5))]“(2+s)< 1 
2’/2( 1 - p*)‘/2 
(1 2) 
. . 
Because an important step in proving central limit theorems is to prove 
that EISo(n)j2+S/a~+" is bounded, we shall first establish bounds for 
E ISh)l 2 + a in terms of the maximal coefficients of correlations (Lemmas 
(3.2), (3.3), (3.4)). These bounds allow us to obtain the uniform 
integrability of 1 (S,,(n)/a,)l 2 + a (Theorem (2.1)). If in addition the sequence 
is supposed to be strong mixing we obtain invariance principles (Theorems 
(2.2), (2.3), Corollary (2.1)), and the convergence of the absolute moments 
of order (2 + 6) in the central limit theorem. 
In Section 2 we give the results. Their proofs are found in Section 3. 
2. THE RESULTS 
For every 0 < 6 < 1 let us denote 
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The following assumptions will be made in this paper: 
(4 
EX,=O for every i and o,+m. 
SUP Il&(~)ll*/~,< a. 
k,n 
lim inf fr2”+ 1 cr2” >f:‘I’,” ‘) I . n 
(b) For some E > 0 





Throughout the paper the base of the logarithm is 2 and 0 < 6 < 1. 
THEOREM (2.1). Let {Xn}, b e a sequence of random variables satisfying 
(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). Then {S,(n)/a,}, is uniformly integrable in Lz+B. 
If the sequence is strong mixing we shall prove 
THEORM (2.2). Let (Xn}, b e a strong mixing sequence second order 
stationary, satisfying (2.1) and (2.3). Then 
(i) W,, converges weakly to W, 
(ii) E(IS,(n)l/o,)2+6-+P2+6, where f12+s is the 2+6 absolute 
moment of iV(0, 1). 
The following corollaries extend the results of Theorems 4 and 5 in [2] 
with new conclusions, and at the same time the condition (1.1) imposed on 
p* is improved (1.2). From Theorem (2.2), Theorem 2 of [2] and relation 
(4.3) of [12] the following holds: 
COROLLARY (2.1). Let {X, } n be a strong mixing sequence, second order 
stationary, satisfying (2.1), (1.2) and for some E > 0: 
ll~nllz+a=4n log[(2(1-~*))‘~2//:‘!26+~)]-E)~ 
Then the conclusions (i) and (ii) of the preceding theorem hold, 
From Corollary (2.1) the following holds: 
(2.3’) 
COROLLARY (2.2). Let {X”},, be a strong mixing sequence, second order 
stationary, and bounded in L2 + 6, If (2.1) and (1.2) are satisfied, then the 
conclusions (i) and (ii) of the Theorem (2.2) hold. 
In the case when second order stationarity is not assumed we have: 
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THEOREM (2.3). Let {X,,}n b e strong mixing sequence of random 
oariabfes satisfying (2.1), (2.2), 
0; = nh(n), h(n) being a slowly varying function on R, (2.4) 
and 
(a) Si’L2z 6, < 2’j2 
lb) llXnl12+d=o(n l/2- (b3fi+6v(2 + 6) - “) for SOme E > 0. 
(2.3”) 
Then the conclusions (i) and (ii) of Theorem (2.2) hold. 
Remark. If the sequence {Xn}, is assumed to be p-mixing the point (i) 
of Theorem (2.3) also follows from the theorem of [9]. 
3. PRooF. 
The following lemma is a summary of part 2 of Theorem 2 of [2 J. Let us 
denote f2(p) = 2( 1 + p,). 
LEMMA (3.1). Let {X”},, b e a centered sequence of random variables 
such that for every i, EXf < 00. Then for every p E N there is a constant C 
that depends only on p, such that for every k and n, 
I( Sk(n)11 26 Cn(10gfi(p)u2 max IIxil12. 
k<i<kt2n 
ProoJ: The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma (3.4) 
of [12]. We have 
I/Sk@m)!l2< ~l~k(m)+Sk+m+p(m)~~2+2P max llxi/12~ 
k<i<kt2m+p 
By the definition of p-mixing, we obtain 
+ 2P k<is$$\m+p ‘lxil’2. (3.1) 
The result follows by the standard technique of writing n in binary form 
and by using the recurrence formula (3.1). 
The following lemma gives a recurrence formula of the type (3.1), for 
I/Sk(2m)112+6. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let {X,, }, be a sequence of random variables such that for 
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every i, E lXi12+6 < a~, 0 Q 6 < 1. Then for every r,~, there is a constant Cl 
depending only on q, such that for every k, m andp, 
(2+2(1+6)p;‘(*+Q+6(1+6)p7*+@+r#‘(*+6) 
x max(II&(mN2+~~ Il&+m+,(m)l12+s) 
f  G max(IISk(m)llc2+s,,2, IISk+m+p(m)ll(2+6),2) 
t 2P max will2+6. (3.2) 
k&i<k+2m+p 
Proof. In order to establish (3.2) we shall use a modified proof of 
Lemma 2.1 of [6]. We have 
llSk(2m)ll 2+6 ~ISk(m)+Sk+m+p(m)~~2+6 
+ 2P max 
k&i<k+lm+p 
IIxil12+S. 
In order to evaluate E(S,(m) + sk+,+p(m))2+6 let us denote 
a=max(ISk(m)l? Isk+rn+ptrn)l) 
b=min(lSk(m)ly ISk+rn+ptm)l) 
A=Ea*+‘, B= Eb2f6 
D=max(E I~k(m)l*+‘, E lsk+m+p(m)12+6) 
and 
Then by the Taylor formula, it is easy to show that 
+ (2+W1 +d)J b2+s 
6 
and by the Hiilder inequality 
E(a + b)2+6 ~A+(2+6)[E(ab)(2+6)/2]2/(2+6)A6/(2+s) 
+ (2 + w1 + 8 (E(ab) (*+a)/* 
2 
) 26/(2+6) B(2--)/(2+6) 
+ (2+@(1 +@a B 
6 ’ 
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By the definition of p-mixing 
E(u~)‘*+~“* GE ISk(m)l(2+6)‘2 E &+m+p(m)~‘2+6~‘2 +ppD. 
So for every ye we find a constant C1 = C,(q) such that 
E(a+b)*+’ <A + (2 + 6) P~l(2+S)D2/(*+6)A6/(2+8) 




+ (2+m1+wB+yA+c E 
6 2 I . 
Now by the elementary property aXbl --‘< xa + (1 -x) b for every 
O<x< 1, a, b, >O we obtain 




(1 +6)(2-s)p2”,~2+6)+(2+6)(1 +6)6 
2 P 6 
B+C,E. 
Because for every 0 < x < 1, 1 + 6x1’6 > ((1 + 6)(2 - 6)/2)x + 
(2+6)(1+6)6/6andA+B=E(IS,(m)l2+6+(S,+,+,(m)J2+6)~20,(3.2) 
follows. 
LEMMA (3.3). Let {A’,,},, be a sequence of random variables satisfying 
(2.1), (2.2), [(2.3),(a)], p*<l, andfor some 6, 0~6~1, EIXi12+‘<~ 
for every i. Then for every E >O we can find a constant C that does not 
depend on k, n, such that, for every k and n: 
Proof: For every p EN and q > 0 let us denote 
f*+a(q,p)=2 1 +(l+s)py(*+~)+~~~“‘id))+q 
( 
K$“={jIkdj<k+n-m+l++p([logn]-[logm])} 
am=,ygn Il$(m)l12+6 and 
m 
bm =,yg IISjbN12. 
m 
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Let 2’ 6 n < 2’+ ‘. By Lemma (3.2) we have that for r E 1,2 ,..., [log n], 
a2,6f~‘!26+~)(~,p)u2’-1+C*b2’~‘+2pa,, 
whence by recurrence we find a constant C2 that depends on q and p such 
that 
a2, d C, f ;‘$T6’ ‘) (q, p) a, + i ff;;“” + 6’(~, p) b2r-, . (3.4) 
i=l 
So by (2.2) 
Because 
lim inf (T2’+1 >f~l~*~ ‘)( q, p) 
” (72’ 
there is a constant C4 such that 
for every r, and so 
a2’ < C,(f;‘y,+ “(1, p) a, + 0*,-l). 
Writing 12 in the binary form it follows that 
( 
, 
a,<C, ,(~~gfz+b(rl.PM* ++, + c a*, 
i=l > 
. 
From lim inf, rr2, + 1/g*, > f 2 + 6 l/(* + d)(q, p) > 1 it follows that C;=, e2i < C,a,. 
The result follows, because under (2.1), (2.2) and p* < 1, the relation (4.4) 
of [12] yields a,,< C8a,. 
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LEMMA (3.4). Zf {Xn), is a centered sequence and for some 6, 0 < 6 < 1, 
E IXij2+6 < 00 j’br every i, then for every E there is a constant C that does not 
depend on k, n and on the sequence (it depends only on E, {p,}, and 6) such 
that, for every k and n, 
(3.5) 
ProoJ Let us choose p, q and p’ such that 
f :‘~*6+%~ P) #f Y’(P’) 
logf,+,(l,P)~logf,,,+E 




We shall keep the same notations as in the proof of Lemma (3.3). By (3.4) 
and Lemma (3.1) we can find a constant C = C(q, p, p’) such that for every 
r < [log n], 
a,,<C 
( 
f;‘y6f’)(q,p)a,+ i f~;g)‘(2+6)(~,p)f~-iM2(p’)bl . 
i=l ) 
The way we have chosen p, v and p’ gives 
az,<C,(f;‘yd+‘) (r, p) aI + max(f ;/Y;6)(1Fp),f ;l’(p’)) b) 
for every r d [log n]. The relation (3.5) follows now by writing n in binary 
form. 
Proof of Theorem (2.1). Let us note first that by Lemma (3.1), (2.3) 
implies p * < 1. Define 
Let us put 
kfm k+m 
SL(m)= C X(n), X,,(m)= 1 Z(n), 
i=k+ 1 i=k+l 
4(n, k) = II%,n(m)l12T 4Xn, k) = II%Jm)l12. 
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Because for every m and n, S,(m) = S&m) + S&(m), in order to prove 
(&(n)/a,}, is uniformly integrable in L2+*, we shall first prove that 
{ S;;,Jn)/a,},, converges to zero in Lz+B and then that {S&(n)/a,). is 
bounded in L2 + ss where S’ (6’ > 6) will be chosen below. 
By Lemma (3.4) there is a constant C that does not depend on n, such 
that 
II%h)ll 2+a< CCn (~ogfz+aV(2+~)+~ max IIJ34112+6 
lCi<2fl 
+ n(‘0gh)‘2+E 1~i:x2, IlXf’(n)11J. 
. . 
By (2.2) g 2n 6 O(a,) and therefore by (2.3) we have 
n(10gfi)/2+E , ?i:x2n IIX:‘(n)l12 = O(n(‘0gf2u2+e max IIX:‘(n)ll~2+++as)i2/afli2) 
. . 1 <i<Zn 
= o(n (logji)P +eo n - (b3/2+6)/2 - ((2 + S)Pk - n ) - o(atJ (3.6) 
and so once again by (2.3) 
Let us choose now p, 4, p’ and 6’ such that, 6’ > 6, 
h3f2 + a‘(?? PI G bf2 + 6’ + 6 G hzf2 + 6 + 2E 
f $*G 6’)( q, p) < lim inf z 
2’ 
f  :‘:2p(% PI 7vy2(p’) and 
h3f2(P’) < logf2 
2 
.T+E. 
Taking into account that aL(n, k) < K(a, + aL(n, k)) for every k, m and n, 
by (3.4) and Lemma (3.1) we find a constant CI that does not depend on n, 
such that if 2’< n < 2’+ *, 
+ i j$i;g1)/(2+6’) (tf,p)a,rw+ i fl’;y2+yYj,p) 
i=l i=l 
x f4-i)/2(~‘) Iyitx2, IlKYn)ll2 . 
. . > 
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By the same types of judgements as in the proofs of Lemmas (3.3) and (3.4) 
we find a constant C that does not depend on n such that 
ll%,(n)ll 2+6cG C(n (log/z+6~+EM2+S’) max IIJXn)l12+a~ 
1 Ci<Zn 
+ u + n(i0gli”2 +’ , yicy2, IIX~(n)ll 2). n . . 
Using now the condition (2.3) and the relations (3.6) we have 
IIS&,,(n)l12+6, = 0(,(log/2+s~+E)/(2+6’) 
x u@-a)‘(*+s’) l yJ-l:x2n IIXilp&~)/(2+S’) + a,) n 
. . 
= O(n (logf2+s~+E)l(2+s’).(r”.nc-log~+a-E(2+5))/(2+6’)+an) 
and the result follows. 
Proofs of Theorems (2.2) and (2.3). In order to prove Theorem (2.2), we 
first have to observe that under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.2), 
ES:(n) = nh(n), where h(n) is a slowly varying function defined on R. This 
follows from the fact that by Theorem (2.1), Si(n)/ot is uniformly 
integrable. This fact together with the strong mixing condition assures (see 
p. 335 of [7]) that the condition contained in the remark at the end of Sec- 
tion 18.2, p. 330 of [7], is satisfied and so the proof of Theorem 18.2.3 can 
be applied in order to prove ES:(n) = nh(n), where h(n) is slowly varying. 
Now Theorems (2.2) and (2.3) can be proved together by applying 
Theorem 19.2 of [ 11. Because the conditions of Theorem (2.1) are satisfied, 
(Si( [nt] )/oi >,, is uniformly integrable for every t E [0, 1 ] and because 
0: = nh(n), where h(n) is a slowly varying function defined on R, it follows 
that ESz( [nt])/uz + t. To verify the tightness condition, by Theorem 8.3 of 
[ 11, it is sufficient to prove that for E > 0 
l$ i lim sup sup P{ sup 1 W,(s) - W,(t)l > E} = 0. (3.7) 
n-3c Odt<l-q t=Ss<t+q 
By Lemma (3.3) we can find a constant C, such that for every 
ldk<m<n 
II II ft xi 2+6 < C,[(m--k) 
(~~gf2+aM2+6)+E max IIJY2+d+~m-kl. 
i=k+l 
1 Gi92n 
The condition (2.3) being satisfied we have 
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Because D: =&z(n) with h(n) a slowly varying function on R, using 
Theorem A 1.1, p. 395, of [l], we can find two constants C3 and j, 
O<B<6/2, such that for every 1 <k<m<n 
so by Theorem 12.2 of [ 1 ] there is a constant C4 depending only on 6 and 
j? such that 
PC sup IW,(S)- W,(t)1 >&)<&-2--c3C4 
( 
[n(t+rj)]- [nt] 1+8 
t<S<t+tf n ) 
whence (3.7) follows. 
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